Ark Franklin Primary Academy
PSHE Curriculum

PSHE Overview
Autumn Term
Interpersonal education
Me and my school

Spring Term
Sex and relationship education
Growing and caring for ourselves

Summer Term
British Values
Public services

Valuing each other

Differences

Responsibility, positivity and initiative

Friendships

Valuing differences

Multiculturism

Role models and working together

Growing Up

Freedom of faith and belief

Emotional Wellbeing

Puberty

Democracy and the rule of law

Finances

Puberty, relationships and reproduction

Combatting discrimination

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Assembly Overview
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Inspirational
Values and Choices
Individuals

ARISE Values

Spring Term

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Interacting with
Health and safety
others

Spring 1

Spring 2

Developing the self

British Values

Explorers and
pioneers

Good to be me

British values

Friendship

Healthy Lifestyles

Inventors and
Scientists

Going for goals

Democracy

Relationships

Staying safe

Pioneers for
justice

Careers

Respect and
tolerance

Getting on and
falling out

Making safe
choices

KS1

ARISE Values in
and out of school
LKS2

New Beginnings
UKS2

PSHE Year 1
Autumn Term
Interpersonal education
Me and my school

Spring Term
Sex and relationship education
Growing and caring for ourselves

Summer Term
British Values
Public services

How do we decide to behave?
Class and group rules, respecting others’
needs; behaviour; listening; feelings and
bodies can be hurt

Healthy Lifestyles
What keeps our bodies healthy; hygiene
routines, healthy choices

Overview of the Public Services
The different types of services available to
UK citizens; when you need to use public
services; how to contact the emergency
services - role play of contacting services

Year 1

What makes us special?
Respecting similarities and differences
between people; special people; that
everyone is unique; but that everyone has
similarities
Suggested
Content

Growing and changing
Recognising what they are good at;
developing skills for setting goals;
understanding change in environments
(school/outside of school) and becoming
more independent

Relationships
Different kinds of feelings; strategies to
manage feelings; change and loss; sharing
feelings with others and recognising the
feelings of others; special people in their
lives
How do we keep safe?
Familiar and unfamiliar situations,;
household products (including medicines)
can be harmful; secrets and surprises;
appropriate/inappropriate touching; who
keeps us safe; asking for help if you are
worried about something

Their role in society
Detailing the elements of the fire, ambulance
and police services; look at the roles of key
service people (i.e. paramedic,
communications officers, firefighter etc);
vehicle features; daily activities within
professions and how they have benefitted
victims of crimes and injuries
Health and safety
Identifying people who keep us safe;
understanding the importance of rules for
our health and safety

PSHE Year 2
Autumn Term
Interpersonal education
Changing Friendships

Spring Term
Sex and relationship education
Differences

Summer Term
British Values
Responsibility, positivity and initiative

How can we help?
Respecting our own and others’ rights and
needs; privacy; getting help in a variety of
situations including emergencies; the
qualities of a good friend

Healthy Relationships
Listening to each other and playing
cooperatively; teasing and bullying; how the
actions of others can affect emotional
wellbeing

Responsibility
Rights and duties at home; in school and the
local environment; responsibilities as a
student of Ark Franklin

Year 2

Suggested
Content

Community
What makes a community strong; valuing
diversity in abilities; looking after local
environments (school, township etc); groups
and communities they belong to; people who
work in the community
Recognition and achievement
Making others feel valued; feeling
appreciated by others; reflecting on and
celebrating achievements, identifying
strengths, setting simple but challenging
goals

Similarities and Differences
Respecting similarities and differences in
others; sharing views and ideas; gender
differences; naming body parts including
external genitalia
Families
Who is special to us and why; the role of
different members in our family

Positivity and Wellbeing
What makes us happy; how we can change
our mindset if we are feeling negative
emotions; giving back to the community;
Taking initiative
Keeping safe in different settings and being
self-aware; helping out at home; being
independent in our learning

PSHE Year 3
Autumn Term
Interpersonal education
Friendships

Spring Term
Sex and relationship education
Valuing differences

Summer Term
British Values
Multiculturalism

The role of a friend
How to maintain friendships; what we
expect of our friends; recognizing bullying
and getting help; working collaboratively
with others; understanding our actions
affect others

Differences: Male and female
Understanding that there are physical
differences between genders;

Multiculturalism in the UK
The different religions and ethnicity
diversity within the UK; immigration as a
lifestyle change (focus – the impact upon
children); respecting the strength that
diverse populations bring to a society

Year 3

Suggested
Content

Feelings and conflict
Describing feelings; feelings associated with
change; recognising a wider range of
feelings in others; ways to respond to others’
feelings; dealing with conflicting opinions in
friend groups; resolving problems between
mutual friends
Positive relationships
What constitutes a positive healthy
relationship and developing the skills to
maintain this; recognise the differences
between types of relationship, including
those between acquaintances, friends,
relatives and families

Emotional & Mental Wellbeing
Discuss and debate health and wellbeing
issues; offering recommendations; personal
space; dealing with sadness, anger and
frustration
Family differences
Healthy family dynamics; how family
structures differ; the responsibilities of
parents and guardians

Recognising and appreciating diversity
Looking at the differences in culture within
our classroom, school and local
communities; identifying the surrounding
facilities/buildings in our area
Working collaboratively
Realise the nature and consequences of
discrimination, teasing bullying and
aggressive behaviour (including all cyber
bullying forms, use of prejudice-based
language, ‘trolling’ and how to respond and
ask for help); how to share their views and
opinions with others

PSHE Year 4
Autumn Term
Interpersonal education
Role models and working together

Spring Term
Sex and relationship education
Growing Up

Summer Term
British Values
Freedom of faith and belief

Dealing with emotions
To recognise and respond appropriately to a
wider range of feelings in others; to
recognise what constitutes a positive,
healthy relationship and develop the skills to
maintain these; develop strategies to resolve
conflict through negotiation and
compromise and to give rich and
constructive feedback and support to benefit
others and themselves

Growing and changing
Understanding what an ‘informed choice’ is
and how to make one; identifying what
creates a balanced lifestyle; recognise their
achievements

Diversity in the UK
Understand that there are a range of
national, regional, religious and ethnic
identities in the UK; the difference between
faith, belief; research the different faiths
that people in the UK adhere to

Year 4

Suggested
Content

Working as a team
Interesting group challenge (e.g. construct a
tower); discussion based around great
teamwork and how it allows people to be
effective
Positive and negative role models
Understand the idea of negative role
models/peer pressure; what is the
motivation behind your actions? Understand
resilience and recognise what is a positive
and negative role model (discussion or
debate after reading based around which is
the best role model)

What is puberty?
Puberty changes and reproduction

Case Studies
Observe similarities between these various
religions; use of drama and role play to act
out stories from different religious texts;
present reflections that link real life to
religious teachers
Tolerance and Respect
Understanding each of these terms as
individual concepts; reviewing scenarios in
history where tolerance and respect have
been demonstrated in a positive way; case
study e.g. Alexander the Great (after
conquering Babylon, he allowed the ancient
temple to be rebuilt showing respect for the
religion)

PSHE Year 5
Autumn Term
Interpersonal education
Emotional Wellbeing

Spring Term
Sex and relationship education
Puberty

Summer Term
British Values
Democracy and the rule of law

Physical, mental and emotional health
Begin to understand the concept of a
‘balanced lifestyle’; the importance of selfcare; understand how to make informed
choices and the impact these have in the
sense of neutral, positive and negative

Puberty
Emotional changes; how we feel about
people who are special to us; hygiene and
puberty

Debating skills
How to share your opinion and challenge
others; to be able to listen and respond
respectfully to a wide range of people; be
able to research topics; active listening
skills; debate current topics in the news;
political candidate debates

Year 5

Suggested
Content

Habits and change
What is meant by the term ‘habit’;
understand why habits are hard to change;
safe user habits (i.e. internet/phone usage);
how anti-social behavior can affect
wellbeing; understanding transitional
change involving schools, loss, separation,
divorce and bereavement
Staying safe
Develop strategies to keep safe in a variety
of settings including road safety (biking),
safety online; understanding the importance
of protecting personal information including
passwords, addresses and the distribution of
images of themselves and others; how to
manage requests for personal material; who
you can seek advice and help from if you are
concerned

Male and female changes
Gender specific talks about the physical
transitions and change
Understanding relationships

Democracy in the UK
The rule of Law and its purpose; how laws
that protect ourselves and others are made
and enforced; the role of the Houses of
Parliament; how to take part in making and
changing rules;
How does an election work?
Understand types of voting systems,
specifically first-past-the-post (House of
Commons, English and Welsh local elections)
and the Additional Member System (Scottish
parliament); manifestos and the campaign

PSHE Year 6
Autumn Term
Interpersonal education
Finances

Spring Term
Sex and relationship education
Puberty, relationships and reproduction

Summer Term
British Values
Combatting discrimination

Savings
To learn about the role that money plays in
their own and others’ lives; how to manage
their money by budgeting and saving;
understand why we need to have savings
and the role they play in our future

Puberty and reproduction

What are human rights?
Why and how rules and laws that protect
them and others are made an enforced;
understand the basic rights shared by all
people and societies and that children have
their own special human rights set out in the
UN Declaration of the Rights of the Child; to
know that there are some cultural practices
that are against British law and universal
human rights (FGM)

Year 6

Suggested
Content

Being a critical consumer
Understand the meaning of a critical
consumer and how to be one; understand
the influence of images and advertising in
the media with regards to spending;
understand income tax
Debt
Understand the effect of money and how it
can make things different for people
depending on income; understand the risks
in relation to personal finances; understand
comparing costs in relation to spending

Conception and pregnancy
Communication and equality in
relationships
How we can be equals in a relationship;
understand the concept of keeping
something confidential and when to break
this for the safety of yourself/others;
understanding that they have a right to
protect their body from inappropriate and
unwanted contact; understanding that some
actions constitute abuse and develop the
skills and strategies required to get support
if they have fears for themselves or a peer

What is discrimination?
Understanding the types of discrimination:
religious, gender, nationality, ethnicity
(culture), race, or other personal trait;
equality and how to promote it actively;
context studies e.g. workplace (gender pay
gap)
Equality and Promotion
Understanding there are laws in place to
protect young people and adults (Equality
Act 2010); school policies and procedures;
case studies of historical individuals who
have fought for equality (e.g. MLK, Harvey
Milk, Rosa Parks, Nelson Mandela)

KS1 Assemblies
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Inspirational
Values and Choices
Individuals
ARISE Values

Explorers and
pioneers

Spring Term
Spring 1

Spring 2

Developing the self

British Values

Good to be me

British values

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Interacting with
Health and safety
others
Friendship

Healthy Lifestyles

Theme

Christopher
Columbus
Achievement
Respect
Suggested
content

Integrity
Support
Effort
E-safety

What makes a good
friend?

Thomas Shackleton

Personal strengths

Neil Armstrong

Being proud

Edmund Hillary

Celebrating
achievement

Marco Polo
Sacagawea
Jacques Cousteau
Ellen Macarthur
E-safety

Working hard
Goal setting
E-safety

Democracy
Rule of law
Religious respect
Tolerance
Services
Charity
E-safety

Showing kindness
Helping others
Managing positive
and negative
feelings
How our actions
affect others
Respecting
differences
E-safety

Healthy food
Exercise
Sugar
Strangers
Road safety
People who help us
E-safety

LKS2 Assemblies
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Inspirational
Values and Choices
Individuals
ARISE Values in
and out of school

Inventors and
Scientists

Spring Term

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Interacting with
Health and safety
others

Spring 1

Spring 2

Developing the self

British Values

Going for goals

Democracy

Relationships

Human Rights

What makes a good
friend?

Staying safe

LKS2

Marie Curie
Rosalind Franklin
James Dyson
Achievement
Respect
Suggested
content

Integrity
Support
Effort
E-safety

Leonardo Da Vinci
Thomas Savery
Louis Braille
Thomas Edison
Alexander
Flemming
Alan Turing
Steve Jobs
E-safety

Aspiration
Strengths and
weaknesses
Looking for support
Practice, practice,
practice
Becoming an expert
E-safety

The Houses of
Parliament
What is an election?
Does everyone live
in a democratic
country?
Campaigns for
democracy
E-safety

E-safety
Who to talk to

Different types of
relationships

Personal wellbeing

Family interactions

Keeping others safe

Being a team player

Emergency services

Selfishness

Rules

Bullying

E-safety

E-safety

UKS2 Assemblies
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Inspirational
Values and Choices
Individuals
Pioneers for
New Beginnings
justice

Spring Term
Spring 1

Spring 2

Developing the self

British Values

Careers

Respect and
tolerance

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Interacting with
Health and safety
others
Getting on and
falling out
Making choices

UKS2

Respect
Aspirations
University
Learning from
mistakes
Suggested
content

Making the right
choices
The feelings of
others
E-safety

Martin Luther King

Targets and action
plans

Nelson Mandela

Qualifications

Mahatma Gandhi

Managing
transitions

Harriet Tubman
Emeline Pankhurst

University

Dalai Lama

Opportunities for
learning

Harvey Milk

Volunteer work

E-safety

E-safety

Respect outside of
school
Tolerance
Dealing with people
you may not like
Debating not
arguing
Religious freedoms
Cultural
appreciation
E-safety

Positive mental
health

Exercise

Bullying

Healthy lifestyles

Peer pressure

E-safety and online
communication

Child Line
Social Media
Family dynamics
E-safety

Eating well
Positive outlook
Strangers
E-safety

E-safety Assembly Topics

KS1

LKS2

UKS2

Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Staying Safe Online
Smartie the
Choosing websites
Penguin
that are good to visit Students will learn
and avoid sights
that they should
that are not
never talk to
appropriate for
strangers, and will
them.
learn the ‘Smartie’
the penguin song.

Cyber Bullying
Students Identify
where to go for help
and what strategies
to use to block out
the negatives.

My Online
Community
Students explore the
concept that people
can connect through
the internet and can
unite as a
community.

Spring Term
Spring 1
Spring 2
Screen Out the
Keeping Personal
Mean
Information
Students explore
Private
cyber bullying
What websites ask
means and what
for information that
they can do when
is private and how
they encounter it.
to handle?

Powerful
Self-Image and
Passwords
identity
Students explore
(How not
why we use
everything that is on
passwords, learn
the internet is real
benefits of using
and how this can
passwords and
affect our selfdiscover strategies
image)
for creating and
keeping strong
passwords.
Internet Safety
Mobile Phones and You’ve Won a Prize
Cyber bullying
Students explore the
Social Media
Students learn what
Forms of cyber
dangers of sharing
Pros and cons and
spam is, the form it
bullying, legal
information,
how to use
takes, and then
consequences and
meeting strangers
effectively. (Choose
identify strategies
strategies for
and online
apps/sights relevant for dealing with it.
dealing with
communication.
to phase e.g.;
cyberbullying.
Snapchap, Roadblox,
Facebook and
Instagram

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Talking Online
My Creative Work
with Respect
Students learn the
How to talk to
basics – tittle, name
people online with
and date – for
respect and what do
crediting creative
to if others are not
work.
showing respect.

Show Respect
Online
(students explore
the similarities and
differences between
personal and online
communications
and learn how to
write clear and
respectful online
communication)
Self-Image and
Identity
Students consider
how digitally
manipulated photos
can affect the way
people feel about
their appearance, as
well as help sell
products.

Things for Sale
(students examine
websites that are
designed to
encourage them to
put a product)

Digital footprint
and Reputation
How can your
misuse of the
internet effect you
later in life?

E-safety Circle Time Topics

Rec

Y1

Y2

Y3

Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
What is
Smartie the
technology?
Penguin
What kinds of
Students explore
technology can we
another Smartie the
use?
Penguin episode
(Video on ChildNet
website)

Spring Term
Spring 1
Spring 2
The dangers of
Smartie the
adds
Penguin
What do to with an
Students explore
add pops up on an
another Smartie the
ipad.
Penguin episode
(Video on ChildNet
website)

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Where to turn for
How Can
help?
Technology Help
What to do if
Us?
something unusual
What are the
or scary happens
benefits of
online.
technology and
communication
online.

Screen Out the
Mean
Students explore
cyber bullying
means and what
they can do when
they encounter it.

Talking Online
with Respect
How to talk to
people online with
respect and what do
to if others are not
showing respect.

Staying Safe Online
Choosing websites
that are good to visit
and avoid sights
that are not
appropriate

Smartie the
Penguin
Students explore
another Smartie the
Penguin episode
(Video on ChildNet
website)

Smartie the
Penguin
Students explore
another Smartie the
Penguin episode
(Video on ChildNet
website)

Screen Out the
Mean
Students explore
cyber bullying
means and what
they can do when
they encounter it.

Talking Online
with Respect
How to talk to
people online with
respect and what do
to if others are not
showing respect.

Cyber Bullying
Staying Safe Online
Are All Images
How to prevent
Choosing websites
Real?
cyber bullying from that are good to visit
How can photo
happening, what can
and avoid sights
shopping change
we put in place to
that are not
pictures of people or
prevent it.
appropriate.
food?

Show Respect
Online
What does respect
online mean?

Powerful
Passwords
What can happen
If you’re personal
information isn’t
protected?

Cyber Bullying
How to recognise
bullying and how to
stop it.

My Online
Communityconnecting with
people through
online
communications.

Cyber bullying
How to block out
bullying online.

Social Media
The positives and
negatives and how
they affect us.

What not to
believe?
That not everything
you read online is
true.

Self-Image and
identity
How does online
images affect our
own self esteem?

Circle Time Topics

Y4

Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
My Online
Self-Image and
Community
identity
How we can
How does online
communicate
images affect our
positively and lead
own self esteem?
with respect online.

Cyber Bullying
How to create a
positive culture
with regards to
cyber bullying.
Y5

Y6

Spring Term
Spring 1
Spring 2
Show Respect
Social Media
Online
Can it be used
What does respect
safely? How can we
online mean? How
protect ourselves
can we promote
against unseen
positivity and how
dangers?
can we block out
negativity.

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Cyber Bullying
Powerful
How to create a
Passwords
positive culture with
What can happen
regards to cyber
If you’re personal
bullying.
information isn’t
protected?

Self-Image and
Identity
Students consider
how digitally
manipulated photos
can affect the way
people feel about
their appearance, as
well as help sell
products.

Internet Safety
Students explore the
dangers of sharing
information,
meeting strangers
and online
communication.

Digital footprint
and Reputation
How can your
misuse of the
internet can affect
you later in life

Protect Yourself
Online
The dangers of not
protecting yourself
online and how this
can be done online.
E.g. chat rooms,
location services.

Mobile Phones and
Social Media
Pros and cons and
how to use
effectively.

Mobile Phones and
Cyber Bullying
Social Media
How to create a
Pros and cons and positive culture with
how to use
regards to cyber
effectively.
bullying.

Self-Image and
Identity
Students consider
how digitally
manipulated photos
can affect the way
people feel about
their appearance, as
well as help sell
products.

Internet Safety
Students explore the
dangers of sharing
information,
meeting strangers
and online
communication.

Digital footprint
and Reputation
How your online
activity now can
influence your
future employers.

Protect Yourself
Online
The dangers of not
protecting yourself
online and how this
can be done online.
E.g. chat rooms,
location services.

